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ABSTRACT
Sexual harassment is not an isolated phenomenon and

should, therefore, not be studied in isolation. 8exual hataisment is

a form of discrimination and can be'studied from a theoretical
framework that addresses discrimination. 'In analyzing semial
harassment as a form of discrimination, it is important to
distinguish betweenrejudice (an attitudei and discrimination (a
behavior). A cdnceptual model can be drawn for-the behavior of sexual
htraisment and the attitude of sexism. Such a model shows that the
nonsexist nonharasser or nonsexist exhibits consistent attitudes and
behavior. Such a person is not prejudiced against women and treats .

them accOrdingly. Nomsexist sexual harassers,ot naive sexists,
although nonsexist, may participate in,sexual'harassment, or at least

not condemn othets:kho participate.in sexual harassment because It is

'institutionally or personally expedient. Sexist nonharassers-or
closet sexistsbelieve many of the sexist stereotypes about women but

in most cases' do not act on their beliefs. Sexist harassert or oiden

sexists openly express their beliefs and-practice active .harassment.
Nonsexidts and closet sexists present few problems. Neither group is
likely to sexualry harass women in organizations. An effective .

strategy against the naive sexist's behavior is direct confrontqxion,
unless the-behavior is encouraged.by social,pressUre. The best that

cam be expected from an open sexist is to'change him into a clostr
sexist. -A harasser whbse attitudes' are sexist Should be dealt with
differently than a harasser whose attitudes are not Xist. (HOD) -
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S-exual Hard-esmehleaS-DiecriMination1-
Guideli es for. Effective Responses

e

Sexual harassment in the wOrkplace is receiving increasing

_attenOon from .both organizational 'management anM researchers.

Yet, there is conflicting evidence on how often sexual harassment

occt:trs, what' behaviors cOnstitute harassment, and how victims

should respond to sexual' harassment. This Conflict occurs, at

least in ,part, because much of the writing on sexualiharassment

"i based on unsystematically gathered anecdotal evidence which

lacks a clear theoretica/ foundation; Sexual harassment is a

4

form of discri,Mination and victims of sexual harassment ,reepond

to ii as other groLips in'the past have responded to discrimina-
..

ti-on. Viewing sexual haraseMent from,a theoretical, perspective

which ,addresses discrimination leads to speci.fic suggestions on

how Nii-Ctims pan respond effectively to sext.ial harassment.

Elecause sexual Warassment often occurs in private with lno

witnesses (Safran, 1981), .informat'ion on the frequency of sexual

harassment is primarily anetdOtal (Neugarten and Shafritz, 1980).,
,.

Surveys of wOrking women report conflicting, yet startling, re-
.

sults. In a f976-.survey conducted by Redbook mpgaZine (Safrany,
4

1981), nine out of 10 of the female respondents said they had

experienced some form of sexual haraesment oh the 'job; Most,,

however, had experienced subtler forms-of harassment such as
.

se4wal jokes. Fortyl-five percent of the respondents indicated

that either they or a woman they knew had quit or been fired from

a job because of sexual Warassment. In' a survey of .50 food
.

service workers and 100 women who attended a Speak-Out on'Sexual.

,

. .

Harassment conducted by Working Women United,. 70 Pereent of the



s.

resRondents had experienCed at least one instake of sexUaL
. ,

,

--har-a-ssment-on-the-Tob <Silverman,--f976-77)--; ,The-Center fdr otomil
. ,

z

Policy Studkes estimates that at least 18 million women wee-e
. -

2
sexAual.ly harassed on the Sob in.1979 and 1980 (MS'. Magazine, July

1981). .Ten percent. of thorrespondents in a study conducted

.jointly by RgAbook magazine and the Harvard Business Review had

heard of or observed a situation in which-a supervisor gave g

woman a poor evaluation because she'refused to have sex with him.

A survey of over 20,090 Federal employees indicated that' 42

percent of tl-ie women and 15 percent of the men had been sexually

harassed in the previou.s. two 'years (U.S. Merit Systems Protection

Board, ...1981), 04..In other surveys, up to 100 percent of the re-

spondents reported experiencing some type of sexual harassment,at

wOrk- (see'Neugarten and Shafritz, 1980,,for a discussion of other
I.,,...........

. surveYs). Even taking the most conservative estimates into
.

. . .

account, Sexual harassment Ls clearly a problem for women at

/

'work.

This paper examines the situation in which the.sexual har-

-asser is .male and the recipient of the harassment is female.

This focus does not imply that male employees are never harassed; ,

, hoWever, plomen are more often the Nictims of harassment than men,
, .

. , . .

.
. . .

. (Neugarten an& Shafritz, 1980;. U.S. Merit Systems Protec'tion

Board, 1981Y. In ,addition, the,processes involved in sexual,

harassment may be differ,ent for men than women. For example, 22.

percent of the male respondents to the U.S. Merit Systems Protec-

tion Board's survey _reported -that.their'haraSsers were male

while only 3 percent pf the feMale, respondents xeported female



harassers. Thus, to avoid possibly confounding the analysis,

this paper focuses upon the male harasser/female victim situa-

tion.'

In November.1980, the Equal Employment Oppoetunity Commis-

7,., -

.

sion (tEpc) adopted its final guidelines on sexual harassment.

These guidelines provide thatr

Unwelcome sexual advances, .
requests for sexual favors, .

,and other verbal or physical conduqt of a sexual nature
constifuteS sexual harassment when (1) subMission ta(

'such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly-a
term. Or condition of an individual's employment, (2)

submission to or rejection of such conduct by an indi7

vidual is Used as the basis for employment decisions .

,affecting suchindividuals; .(3) or such conduct.hat the
purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering:with ,an
individual's Work performance or creating an intimi-
dating; ,bp.ptile, or offensive work environment.
(Mastalli,,19811 p. 94) 4 ,

'This defkition will be used as the operational -definition of

sexual harassment throughout this paper.
0

KFmerous suggestions have been offered to women on ways to-
, .

respond to sexual harassment. Suggested strategies incdUde

noring the harassment, jokingly or bluntly asking the harasser to

stop, and taking legal action (cf. BackhoUse and Cohen, 1978a).

,Ignoring sexual harassment, generally, is an ineffective re-
. '

1

,sponse.. In the Working Women United survey, for the 76 percent

of the respondents who used this strategy,'the harassment contin-

... _

ued, in th same.form or .worsened (Silverman, 1976-77). Most

, discussions of strategies entourage the victim of sexual harass-

ment to "atigck the problem" herself (cf., Collins and Blodgett,

1981). Most discussions of sexual harassment, however, do not

offer guidelines n which responsR is most appropriate in a

particular situation.



The dirth of specific advice to the yictim of sexual harass-

's-1-7-i ment is due, in part, to the lack of a theoretical foundation for
,

t h e study of indiifdclals' responses to 'harassment; Sexual

harassment is nbt an isolated phenomenon and, should, therefore,
t

not be sfudied in isolation. Sexual harassmp4tdis a .form of,

discrimination and can'be studied from a theoretical framework

which addresses' discrimination. According to Parillo (1980),

P

discrfmination is "the unequal treatment of outgrOup' members,

`
whether in job opportunities,, housing, social interaction, or

other, areas" (3: 61). As a form of discrimination, sexual

harassment is not a'"sex game," but a way of expressing authority,

and dominance either donsciously (Backhouse and Cohen, 1978b). or

%v.

unconsciously (Safran, 1981).. In this way, sexual harassment is
r

a social mechanism which preserves theostatus qua of male 'domi-
.

nance-In organizations (Neugarte and "Shafritz, 1980).

In analyzing sexual 'harassment ad a 4orm of discriminati"on,

it is important.to distinguish betwee'n prejudice, an 'attitude,

and discrimination, .a behavior (0.arillo, 1980). Given this dis-

tinction Parillo argues that.although prejudice may lead to

discrimination and discrimination.may lead'to prejudice, there is

no necessary causal relationship between the two. People who are

prejudiced against a particular group'may never make their feel-

ings, known, to members of that group; conversely, people may,

discriminate against a group without being prejudiced. According

to Parfllo (1980):'

it is wrong to assume that discrimination.is-always the
acting out of prejudice. It may be instead the result

of a policy deision.protecting the interests of the

majority group . . . It may be dUe to social conformi-
ty, such -as when .people submit to outside presdures



despite their personal views. (p. 37)

To illustrate this idea, Parfllo -focuses on Robert MertoW,s
_

conceptualization of the possible relationships between prejudice ,

and discrimination, which can.be illustrated as follows: -

,

Prejudice

,yes

No

Discriminates

Yes
.

All-weather
illiberals

.Fair-rweather
. illiberals,

,Fair-weather
liberals

All-weather
'liberals

,

According to F'arillo (1980), bonEreludiced nondiscriminators
I. 0

or all-weather"liberals are consistent; they Are not prejudiced

and they do not practice (discr4mination. They at-es, Parillo,

contends, "properly moti*ated to illuminate others,and to fight

against all forms of discrimination" (P. 38). Althou6h some all-

weather liberals are acti<list others feel there is no peed to

_

'be active because they tend to talk only to people who- thare-

their viewpoint and, therefore, assume that their ideas represent

the consensUs of the community. NOn2rejudiced discriminators 'Or
.

.fair-weather tiberals believe in expediency;" as Parillo (1980)

notes, their "actions often conflict with their personal beliefs"

(p. .38). Fair-weather liberals who are not racially prejàdiced

for example, may not openly condemn acts of tdiscrimination.

Parillo notes that "these people frequently feel quilt and 'shame'

becuse they are aCting out against their beriefs" (p. 38).

Mei-ton calls preiudiced nondiscriminators or fair-weathe

eralethe qimid bigots." According to Parillo (1980):

-t
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They believe in many of the stereotypes about-. minori-

ties and definitely feel hostility.toward these gro4ps._

However, ,they keep silent in the presence of these who

are mor;trtolerant; they cohform because they must. If

.-.there were no law or pressure to be unbiased in certain

actions, they would discriminate. (p. 38) ,

--;

.

Puiudiced 'discriminators or all-weather illiberals are _active
.

c

,bigots. Pdrillo (1980) maintains tA "not' only do they openly
. ,

. ,

express their beliefs, practice d iscrimination, and de fy the law, .-

-
.

di

if 'necessarY; they also believe that it is their duty to do so"

(P. 38).

Mertoo 's conceptuali-4ation deals with discrimination (a

behavior) and prejudice .(an'attitude). A similar' model can be

drawn for the behavior of.sexual harassment,and the attitude of,

sexism, that 'is, prejudice based on biologi.Eal gender:

.` .

(

Sexually Harasses
EBehavior]

SeXism
lAtiitude3

Yes No

Yes Open Sexist Closet Sexist

NO
.

Naive%Sexist
*

-
.

konsexist

Nonsexist nonharassers ;or
, . .

Attitudes and.behaykor. They are not'prejudi.ced against women

,

nonsexists "4hibit consistent

and treat them accordingly; Just as Merton'sa1r-weather lib-
_

,

erals, however, they may not see sexUal harassment ds a parti-
. *

cular problem because they tend 'td associate.only with other

nonsexist-S. This may.helli to account for the finding that men

think seXUal harassment,isa much sMaller problearthan women .do

(cf., Collins dhd Blodgett, 1981). .Nonsexist men who would nev.
-,-,d-.

er

participate in sexual harassment associate mainly with similar



, .

typet of men and are, therefore, isolated from the

-Nonsexist sexUat -harassers or naive sexists

problem.

9 like thei r

diency. AT-

'in sexual

fair-weather liberal counterparts, 'believe in eXpe

though! they 'are not sexist,' they may participate
A

harassment or, .at jeast,.. not condemn others who par

sexual ,harassment because it is .institutionally or.

expedient. A Raive sexist may 'participate in sexual

because his bpss or co-workers do.

ticipate in

per'sonally

harassment

Sexist nonharassers On closet sexists belimve man

.

sexist stereotypes about viomen but, in most cases, they

y of the

'do not

'act- on their beliefs. . As long as there are either _for al or-

informal ,prohibitions against sexual harassment in the workplace

.they will hot 'participate in harassment.

Sexist harassers or'd
o

gen sexisis' openly express- their

Miaow.

lieft and practice:active.harassment. Harragan (1977) calls t

the Pvi!cious players of sex checkers." Like Merton's all-weath

be-

hem

er

illiberals, they feel theY 1.-e doing their-duty. They trea

women as they feel momen should be treated, often with over

hostility. According to Parillo (19805

.

Hubert 'Blalock, -developing an earlier idea of Robert

Pael;, argues that extreme discrimillation will usually

result when, trie-,dominant group feels that its self--

,

interests-s-such' as primacy and the preservation of

cherished values--are threatened. 'Blalock believes

-that the dom,inant droup will ot' hesitate' to remplOy

discriminatory action if .it thinks this will be- an

effective -means. of undercutting the minority droup,as a

' social competitor. (o. 39).'

t

Open, sexists' use sexual harassment as a tool to block the ad-,

yancement of women in organizations.

In, the past, women Mere advised to deal with sexual

.

,
harasters without regard,to the harasser's attitude toward Women.

7
9

to.
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Separating the behavior of sexual harassment from the attitude of

sexism, should allow, women to deal more 'effectively with.

14ftlesment. _
.0

In terms of sexual harassment, nonsexists, And closet sexists

present.few problems. .Neither group is likely to sexually harass

women in organizations, although for different reasons. Nonsex-'

ists. can deused as supporters of'sexual harassment guidelines

provided they are convinced that harassment does ocFur. Train-7

ing. ,prograws aimed at nonsexists should emphasize the frequency

with which sexual harassment occurs. Once this group is con-

vinced that stexual_harassment_is A genuine problem for women in

organizations, they will actively support OrOgrams to rid organi-

zations of'seXual harassment.. Closet sexists, on the ottter hand;

will never be active supporters.of guidelines against sexual
..11111*

.harassment, although they will not sexetally harass women as long

as formal'or informal rules against,harassment exist. Althoudh

closet sexists do nothing to actively support women in organiza-

tions,. they will not actively hinder women's careers as lc:mg as

other male methpers of the organization are sOpportive of, women.

Appeals tb closet sexists should emphasize the EEOC guidelines

\.
and shogld be delivered by a male member of the organization Who

, I
.

4

, o
,

they find credible. Although Closet sexists day dot agree with
4..

the ,EEOC gtrelinesl, they will support them as long as that is.
.-

,the organizational norm.
,

Active sexual harassers can be divided into open sexists and '

naive sexists. To effectively respiond to these twci types of

harassers, the victim. mutt reLlize.tnat they have different

8
.10

tt
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,

attitudes underlying their behavior. dpen sexists are prejudiced

against women 'while naive, sexists are not.

Naive'sexists are participating in sexual trarassmenCbecause
r

it is institutionally or personallY expedient
51

not bec4ise of
(

oi -ejusbice against women: Thus, strategies aimed at naive sexiSts

should be designed to change their behavior not their attitOdes.

Naive Sexists cn listen to abstract discussions of seWeial

harassment and agree that sexual harassment should'be avoided,

but continue to harass womed. The continuatiOn of this behavior

may stem from:two sources: ignorance or sovral pressure. !In the

first instance,' the naive sexist may not realize that his behav,-

_.

* ior contradicts his attitudes. He m4Y not realizethat women 4r0' .

..,

interpreting his behavior as sexual harassment.' If this is the .
f ..

case, direct cOnfrontation should 1e . the most effective strategy.
* t

The Tioman.should explain to the naive sexist how his behavio' is .4

being interpreted. Since he is'not prejudiced against women;

once he is aware of the effects of' his behavior upon Women .he

should be willing to change his behavior. Direct cOnfrOntation

is an effective strategy unless the naiNe sexist's.,behavior

.encouraged by social pressure.
.

A ,

Unfortunately, some naive' sexists,my be encouraged by

.

.

.

other membei-s of the organization to sexually, harass women. For

'
.

example, ex ecutives in a particular departmeht-may touch theim

secretaries execessively. Although a, new executive is not ex

plicitly told-to toUch his secretary, he may =del his peers'

behavior (just as he models their style of dress) and begin, to

touch. tvis own secretary, perhaps without even realizing it. If.

the :secretai-y uses direct confrontation and tells the executive

9

11

r

ij
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0 1./

how she 4s interpreting his behavior, he may beL3sympatnetic to.

hr arguments.,but unable' to stop his behavior because of the

pervasiveness-of that type of behavior in the:organization. This

type of sexual harassment will only- emd if.it is no longer fugc-
.

.8tional for the naeve sexist, that is, if it is no longer encour-
-,

-
aded, oRenly.or subtly; by.the organizational memberd. Naive

r o 4 .x. . .

sexists will stop sexual harassment if the-are rewarded for
,..--

t 6
alternative behaviors. Thus, a woman who is confronted by this'

,
-

type of harasser wIll be:able to change his behavior'if she tan

provide social pressure which discourages harassment. Formal

company wAidaliries against sexual harassment are ineffrive
6

against this type of harasser if the organization or influential

c
\ : .

members ,of the organilation continue to-sanction harassment.

This subtle Rressure to harass women employees may explain the
o

'r4esponse of the respondent td the Redbook/Ha"ard BusineS'Review.

, survey Who sadd: SO

We don't' want to lose people, 'but if a harassment
,.chaj-ge is proven correct, -we (terminate the. management
person. Within the last year we havfgead to terminate

r"three managers +or ,ha assment. . teretingIy, 'the
problem-continues to plague us. Heart-*, to-heart, man-

,

..,i6to-man talks, policy statementso and a prov-en corporate-
response have been no visible deterrent. (Collins 4nd
Blodgett, 1981,'p. 91).

Heart-to-heart talks will'not'deter a naive sexist if. sexual .

0

harassment is still encouraged Lit subtle ways. If that'is the^

ca,se, 'the victim Of sexE;i5a harasSment must try to convince some-

one with enough power to- d the organization of 'these subcU1-
7'6c'

tures. If she cannot find a powerful enough,person td help her
. ,

do :this, unfor:tunatel
,

the only Other solUtion As to leave the

company and warn, other woMbh not to take jobs there.
_

10 12



Open sexists are sexu al harassers whose attitudes and be-
e.

havior are consi-Stent. Ideally, the best t tic to handle

' opeh sexist mould.be to change his attitudes (convince him not
. .

to be prejudiced against.women) and, consequently, his behaVior.

Unfortunately,, giVen the stable nature of attitudes, this is un7

l.ikely to happen., Instead, the best-that Can be expected is to'

change an open,sexist into a closet sexiSt. The open sexist is

unlikely to change his behavior in response-to mild appeals, but

,
behavior such as his cannot be tolerated'within an organization.

If the organization is not willing to do everything in its power

to cbntrol anopen'sexist, theivictim of his sexual harassment

must take legal action, remembering, however, that just beCause

behavi-or ts-unsust-tt may-not be ilIegaCifael y, -1-479 .

threats are useless%unless,the victim of sexual harassment has

well-documented evidence against the harasser, including, if

possible, witrsses. tSgal action is a ,costly and time-consuming

process, but it' may be the only strategy Useful against an open

&exist.
)

Thus, in order to deal-effectively with sexual harassment, a

women must first determine the motive behind her harasser's

actions. A haraLr whose attitudes are sexist'shoUld be dealt

with differently than a Aarasser whose attitudes are not' sexist.'

Using the theoretical framework presented in this paper, ictims

of sexual harassment should be better able to deal with instances

of haeassment.

Notes,

1. My thanks to Stella Ting-Toomey and William B. Sudykunst
for their 'helpful comments and suggestion
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